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TOOL ENGINEERING DRAWING - I

(Maximum marks : i00)

lNore:- 1. Answer three full questions'

2. A2 size drawing sheet to be supplied'

3. First angle project'ion method to be followed'

4. Missing dimensions to be suitably assum€d'

5. Both sides of the drawing sheet to be used'

6. Credit will be given to neatness and accuracy'

7. Sketches on 2nd and 3d Pages l

PART *A

Show the standard proportions of the following threads with neat sketch'

(a) British standard withworth thread' Pitch, P = 25mm

O) Square thread' Pitch, P = 30mm

On

Draw the following rivet heads for general purpose and show fhe standard

proportions. (Take d = 20mm)

(r) Pan head (ii) Snap head (iii) Flat counter sunk (60")

PART -B
Draw the sectional elevation and plan of a single riveted single stap butt joint

with the thicknerc of Plsb 10mm'

On
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IV (a) Draw the sectionai elevation ofa hexagonal head single sfap buft joint of plate

thickness 20mm.

Size of the bolt = M20

Distance between rows of bolts = 60mm

(b) Dr:aw the Elevation and plan of hexagonal headed bolt of size M24' length of

the bolt is 85mm and threaded portion 50mm'
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PART: E

Figrrrc (l) shows rhe deails of drill jig (tateh q/po), Draw the fuii seetional elovatioR

of assembled view and prepare material list.

On

rigrrc (l) shows rhe details of milling fixtwe (indexing type). Draw the right half

sectional elevation of assembled view and prepare it€m list'

Figure - i
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Figure - II
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